
LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS
(BTEE-402)

Instructiora to Candidates:

1. Section A is compulsory consisting of Ten questions carying Two marks each.
2. Section B contains Five questions carrying Five marks each and students has to

attempt any Fo'ar questions
3. Section C contains Three questions carrying Ten marks each and students has

to attempt any Two questions.

Ql. Section A

a) Obtain tirne constant of first order elecrical syslern in terms of its elements.
b) Explain force-voltage analogy with the help of basic equations and diagrarns.
c) What is main advantage of using signal flow graphs?
d) For a unity feedback system with open loop gain of G(s)=9/[s(s+3)J, find the damping

ratio of closed loop system.
e) How do you practically interpret the tirne constant of first order system?
0 State and explain the Routh's stability criterion.
g) Explain why generally each branch of a root locus originates from an open loop pole

and terminates to an open toop zero as K increases from rero to infinity.
h) What are phase and gain rnargins and how are they related to stability?
D How servo motor is different from dc motor?
j) Whst are the implications of negative and positive gain margins?

Section B

Q3.

Classify the different types of contol systems in details. Dissuss the effect of feedback
in control system.
Explain how a temperature contol system wods and obtain its mathematical
equations.
Using the block diagram reduction technique, find the transfer function of the block
diagram shown in Fig.l .
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Q5. A uniry feedback system having open loop uansfer functisn as
r(s + Z)6(s)=ffi

Detennine (a) type of system (b) error oonstant Iq,K and IG and (c)steady srate error
for parabolic input.

Q6. A unity feedback consol system has an op€n loop tansfer function of

^ ,  \  K (s* lXs+2)r,rs, = 
GT6E)G=1)

Dmw the rcot loci of the system with gain K as a variable. Find from the root locus
plot,the value of gain K for which a closed loop system is critically damped.

Section C

Q7. Determine the values of gain K for the open loop transfer firngtion given below so that
(a) the gain margin is 15 dB and (b) pluse margin is 6f.

GQa)H(jar)=#

Q8. Explain with diagram" construction, principle and working of brushless dc motors. Cive its
merits and demerits.

Q9. Explain the ned of compensation in control system. Write a note on lead and lag
compensator.
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